Signal towers from WERMA reliably signal different conditions, and their use in industrial applications thereby ensures a greater level of safety and professionalism. We have accepted no compromises in the development of the new generation of modular signal towers. The light effects and tones must be able to be adapted in a flexible manner, and the installation must be simple and intuitive. In addition, the new modular signal towers are 100% future-orientated due to their networking capabilities whether as the IO-Link version with KombiSIGN 40 or with optional wireless modules (SmartMONITOR and AndonSPEED) for the KombiSIGN 72. In this area, we ensure you are already optimally equipped for the future.

Armin Vogelsang, Head of Product Management
YOU NO LONGER NEED TO ACCEPT ANY COMPROMISES

Up to now you had to choose between:

- quick and easy installation or good visibility
- permanent or flashing light
- a high level of flexibility in light effects and signalling options or fewer part numbers
- very good performance or an attractive price
- good design or functionality

The new KombiSIGN 72 means NO MORE compromises, because we combine quick installation, top visibility and outstanding flexibility.

SmoothDESIGN PREVENTS DIRT GATHERING ON THE SURFACE

REACT FLEXIBLY TO THE APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS WITH THE TwinLIGHT AND TwinFLASH AND THEREBY REDUCE THE NUMBER OF VARIANTS

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE INSTALLATION WITH POKA YOKE

OmniVIEW GUARANTEES THE BEST VISIBILITY FROM ALL POSITIONS

FUTURE-ORIENTATED: EASY NETWORKING WITH THE MDC ALTERNATIVE SmartMONITOR OR THE AndonSPEED CALL FOR ACTION SYSTEM
Leading industrial and logistics companies rely on the KombiSIGN 72. Unlike conventional signalling devices, KombiSIGN 72 combines the highest level of flexibility (modular, twin elements), the best visibility from all positions (OmniVIEW), and simple installation (Poka Yoke). The KombiSIGN 72 has a future-orientated design that can be easily networked to an MDC alternative SmartMONITOR or to the AndonSPEED call for action system. This saves time and money, throughout the entire process from purchasing, and installation, to daily use.

**Your benefits**

- SmoothDESIGN: smooth surfaces prevent dirt gathering
- Simple, intuitive installation (Poka Yoke – incorrect installation impossible)
- High-tech: the Signal towers can easily be retrofitted with SmartMONITOR or AndonSPEED
- TwinLIGHT and TwinFLASH: two light effects in one element – halves the number of part numbers
- In ClassicLOOK or DesignLOOK to suit all machine housings
- Clearly visible from all positions thanks to the OmniVIEW lens with no blind spots
- Completely pre-assembled standard versions are available

**KombiSIGN 72**

- **Diameter**: 70 mm
- **Voltage**: 24 V
- **Protection rating**: IP 65
- **Number of tiers possible**: 1-5
- **Optional interfaces**: ASi, USB, SmartMONITOR, AndonSPEED
KombiSIGN 40

There is no need to compromise with the KombiSIGN 40, because WERMA has combined quick installation, excellent visibility and the highest level of flexibility in this product. This saves time and money with regard to installation and order logistics.

Your benefits

- Clearly visible from all positions thanks to the OmniVIEW lens with no blind spots
- TwinLIGHT and TwinFLASH combine two easily selectable light effects in one element
- Maximum flexibility despite a small number of variants
- Save up to 50% on installation time thanks to self-explanatory connections and intuitive mechanics
- In ClassicLOOK or DesignLOOK to suit all machine housings
- Completely pre-assembled standard versions are available (common configurations as a complete tower with a single part number)
- With an optional IO-Link interface
The new generation – KombiSIGN 72 and KombiSIGN 40

There is no need to compromise with the new KombiSIGN 72 and the KombiSIGN 40, because we have combined quick installation, excellent visibility and the highest level of flexibility in these products. And at an unbelievably favourable price. This is what we at WERMA have defined as the new generation.

The new KombiSIGN 72 and the KombiSIGN 40 are
- SIMPLER
- MORE VISIBLE
- BRIGHTER
- MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
- MORE ECONOMICAL
- BETTER
- FUTURE-ORIENTATED
- MORE FLEXIBLE

WERMA: The ideal partner for your applications
The new generation of signal towers – KombiSIGN 72 and KombiSIGN 40